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Adventures of god characters

Brussels-based illustrators Matteo Ferrazzi and Corey Jay have created this hilarious series called Adventures of God. In it, you will see God as a ruler who is often forgetful, has a fragile ego, and a drinking problem. Next on CheezCake 21 Hilarious Moms, who has no idea why we laugh Las Aventuras de DiosDirected byEliseo SubielaProduced byVictor CataniaAlejandro
GalindoWritten byEliseo SubielaStarringDaniel FreireMusic byOsvaldo MontesCineiel Rodríguez MasedaEdited byLaura BuatributedDis byCQ3 FilmsEstudios DarwinXL FilmsRelease dateSeptemberography 1, 2000Running time84 minutesCountryArgentinaLanguageish The Adventures of God (Spanish: Las Aventuras de Dios) is a 2000 Argentine fantasy film directed and written
by Eliseo Subiela. [1] The film premiered on 1 January 2004. Starring Daniel Freire. Main voices Pasta Dioguardi .... Protagonist Flor Sabatella .... Valeri Daniel Freire Jesus Christ Lorenzo Quinteros María Concepción César José María Gutiérrez Walter Balzarini Enrique Blugerman Other voices Mariana Arias .... Guest #1 Victoria Bertone.... Huésped 2 Ana María Giunta .... Guest
4 Jorge Lira .... Hombre Boquilla Lalo Mir .... Huésped 3 Pino Paperella .... Sr. Petersen Carmen Renard Madre a Bolsa Sandra Sandrini .... Esposa References ^ Chicago Reader External links The Adventures of God on IMDb This article related to an Argentine film in the 2000s is only beginning. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte This article about a fantasy movie is only
a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Retrieved from In this part of (eternal) life, you will meet God, visit Heaven and learn that what goes on behind the pearly gates is not exactly the way the good book describes it. Adventures of God is a webcomic host on webtoons.com that began in late 2016. It is updated every Tuesday and Saturday. The story follows God, who
is an alcoholic parent of Jesus, along with a bunch of other crazy characters from the Bible.Adventures of God contains examples of: The Alcoholic: God seems to be drunk in 95% of his appearances. Alcoholic Parent: Comical example. He's Jesus' father. An Aesop: Some episodes feature Jesus giving these out. Bait-and-Switch: A common gag. A young couple is worried about
whether they should love in a setup that makes them look like the stereotypical affected Christian newyweds and ask Jesus for advice, at which point he gets frustrated and just says they deserve privacy. Turns out they're furries. Even Jesus is a little shocked. In Episode 38, Gabe and God visit different alternative universes and conclude in one where a reality TV star controls the
free world. God immediately leaves in disgust, whether it is their own ... only for the next camera to reveal the president Berserk Button: Button: Gabe, these are bees. They need to be protected, damn it! Black Comedy: In spades throughout the series. Bland-Name Product: Clickbait-y lists in this universe can be found on Buttfeed. Cats are mean: Cats in this cartoon go to hell
and are the only animals to do so. Not because they were evil, but because they enjoy seeing people being tortured. Celibacy Hero: Jesus is portrayed as uninterested in all matters related to sex and sexual attraction, to the point that he rejects many women who save [themselves] for him. Continuity down: More. Especially when he and his little helpers are given raisins by a
woman while trick-or-treating, Lucy mentions that there is a special place in hell for her. Later, she shows up in hell. An early example comes when a singer thanks God for having her back when winning a Grammy. A later newspaper shows her picture with the headline that she has fallen on hard times. When God visits Dorothy in Limbo, an atheist from an earlier episode who has
gone there can be seen snoring on the couch. Even Evil Has Standards: Lucy is horrified when he realizes that Santa's elves work in inhumane conditions to keep up the demand in making toys for Christmas. Evil Lawyer Joke: After God realizes that he won't be sued for some surgical complications and thus doesn't need any lawyers after all, he tells them they can go. All three
can be seen going to hell. Fire and Brimstone Hell: Complete with lava rivers! Flaming Devil: Lucifer is often called Lucy by God, and is gay. God is flawed: God is portrayed as The Ditz, who is alcoholic, forgetful and has quite a temper, but can be caring when he is in the mood and believes in the good of humanity. The ghost: Mary mentioned often, but God and Satan are always
reluctant to reveal what happened to her. Jesus was way cool: Unusual example. While Jesus is the most straightlaced recurring character in the work and probably not as fun to hang out with as some other examples of this trope, he is also portrayed as a really good, loving figure who has useful advice. Loophole Abuse: Episode #11 depicts the Christian idea of forgiveness like
this. Gregory the axe killer repents and gets to go to heaven... only to come across one of his murder victims immediately as God and Jesus sneak away quietly. The Matchmaker: The real reason gay people are sent to hell is that God is trying to set Lucy up. He's going to marry someone. Only Sane Man: Jesus, who often speaks God and Gabe out of their more extreme actions.
Paper-Thin Disguise: Geez, I wonder who Dr. Lucien from Morning Star University is? Running Gag: Winrar. Piracy Winrar is often brought up as a great sin. Satan is good: Lucy is portrayed as a role model for her cult, who does her job devotedly who really wants to improve Hell as an environment and a good man. For Kinky for Torture: An Early Early Ep.275 Ep.276 Ep.277
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Ep.376 Ep.377 Ep.377 Ep.373 378 Ep.379 Ep.380 Ep (381 Ep.382 Ep.383 Ep.384 Ep.385 Ep.386 Ep.386 Ep.383 387 Ep.388 Ep.389 Ep.390 Ep.391 Ep.392 Ep (393 Ep.394 Ep.395 Ep.395 396 Ep.397 Ep.398 Ep.399 Ep.400 Ep.401 Ep.402 Ep.403 Ep.404 Ep.. 405 Ep.406 Ep.407 Ep.408 Ep.409 Other[edit source] Trailer(s)[edit | edit source] Official Trailer Adventures Of God -
45sFed an image for this gallery [edit | edit source] My dictator Girlfriend : Same creator (Teo) [edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Start your review of Adventures of God I absolutely loved this! Presented in the form of hilarious discourse between God (an irresponsible alcoholic), Lucifer (or Lucy, our awesome gay devil),
Gabe scientist and environmental activist (Gabriel), Jesus (whose fatherhood is uncertain), and a host of different characters that make this webtoon so funny yet in some ways instructive and thoughtful. The highlights for me were:* Gay Lucifer: definitely something I've never seen before; God's matchmaking abilities worked very well for I absolutely loved this! Presented in the
form of hilarious discourse between God (an irresponsible alcoholic), Lucifer (or Lucy, our awesome gay devil), Gabe scientist and environmental activist (Gabriel), Jesus (whose fatherhood is uncertain), and a host of different characters that make this webtoon so funny yet in some ways instructive and thoughtful. The highlights for me were:* Gay Lucifer: definitely something I've
never seen before; God's matchmaking skills worked very well for him and Riley. Lucy is very kind and thoughtful. His relationship with the girls (as a father figure) is terribly endearing. Also his renovations of hell and rehabilitation program were great (cat therapy! Yes!); I wouldn't mind ending up in it. * Gabe and his fight for the bees, and the discussions on climate change. *
Although presented in a bright way, there were intriguing conversations about existence, human nature, the existence of God, and unregulated capitalism with its exploitation of the working class. * Eating Tofu instead of turkeys on Thanksgiving warmed my vegan heart. It all gave me a warm, fuzzy feeling, with many laughs and chuckles. We also have the mystery of what
happened to Mary to look forward to! in total I had a wonderful time &lt;3... more I love these comics so, so much! ❤️I generally appreciate people with humor a lot and especially when they use forms other than words (ex. drawings) to express it, I admire them even more! When I first discovered it, as a suggestion from a friend of mine, I read the first 200 episodes right there and
then, without even knowing it or bored/tired for a second. The clever humor, Gab's environmental concerns, the satirical review of everyday reality and events and of course... Luc I love these comics so, so much! ❤️I generally appreciate people with humor a lot and especially when they use forms other than words (ex. drawings) to express it, I admire them even more! When I first
discovered it, as a suggestion from a friend of mine, I read the first 200 episodes right there and then, without even knowing it or bored/tired for a second. The clever humor, Gab's environmental concerns, the satirical review of everyday reality and events and of course... Lucy, crack me up every single time!it's the only cartoon that I regularly read and I'm really happy when a
message about it pops up in my Instagram feed! Keep up the good work, you guys  ... more Comics about God, Lucifer and man.. very funny and funny ❤️ 5 stars is not enough! I laughed, giggled and smiled a lot reading this, and I actually learned a few things about Christianity – yes mostly unnecessary, outdated stuff, but it's the concept of learning that counts haha.. Thanks
Matteo and Corey! You must be happy and safe! 27 June 2020 5 stars is not enough! I laughed, giggled and smiled a lot reading this, and I actually learned a few things about Christianity – yes mostly unnecessary, outdated stuff, but it's the concept of learning that counts haha.. Thanks Matteo and Corey! You must be happy and safe! 27 June 2020 ... more It's one of the
most slick but hilarious cartoon I've ever read. 330 episodes so far, some of them very smart. The concept is to control what happens in heaven, in hell, in purgatory and of course, who makes the final decision for everything ... Amazing characters, smart humor, maybe lizards will come back... It's one of the smartest but hilarious comicdish cartoons I've ever read. 330 episodes so
far, some of them very smart. The concept is to control what happens in heaven, in hell, in purgatory and of course, who makes the final decision for everything ... Amazing characters, smart humor, maybe lizards will come back... ... more Totally crazy and fun. The expression of the characters is worth noting. The artists put together the stories without being offensive to the
believers. I loved nick names Lucy and Gabe!! It's still in progress, so I don't think it's really okay to put this book on my read but who am I kidding? I am read this until the last chapter, how long it takes. It's still in progress, so I don't think it's really okay to put this book on my read shelf, but who am I kidding? I'll read this to the last chapter, how long it's going to take. ... more One of
the best things I came across while procrastinating. Couldn't stop reading. And how did they incorporate all that fan art into each episode intro? I love these kinds of artists. Thank you Interbwez-sama! ♥Update: And it's getting better and better. Yes I know. It's profane and sarcastic, but hey, it has some hidden meaning. True hardcore believers stay away, you may be offended.
One of the best things I came across while procrastinating. Couldn't stop reading. And how did they incorporate all that fan art into each episode intro? I love these kinds of artists. Thank you Interbwez-sama! ♥Update: And it's getting better and better. Yes I know. It's profane and sarcastic, but hey, it has some hidden meaning. True hardcore believers stay away, you may be
offended. ... more Absolutely HILARIOUS. Witty, intelligent without ever being disrespectful. Surprisingly touching in places too. Extremely uplifting. Wonderfully humorous. En realidad es un 3.5, pero a veces sube a 4.Al principio era divertida, pero después de unos cientos de capítulos empiezo a perder el encanto por este cómic. Entiendo que es porque el estilo vida diaria no
me gusta mucho como formato, así que sí lo recomendaría para pasar el rato. En realidad es un 3.5, pero a veces sube a 4.Al principio era divertida, pero después de unos cientos de capítulos empiezo a perder el encanto por este cómic. Entiendo que es porque el estilo vida diaria no me gusta mucho como formato, así que sí lo recomendaría para pasar el rato. ... more I think
this book is really good and fun. Such a great webtoon. Entertaining for both atheists &amp; Christians :) One of the best comics on webtoon I mean ... I'm not angry about it. I like God (the actual). I like to laugh. I was curious. It didn't disappoint. I mean... I'm not angry about it. I like God (the actual). I like to laugh. I was curious. It didn't disappoint. ... more I love this comics so
freaking much! OH my god, I love it I came from WEBTOON Full of genius, hilarious jokes. Fun and accessible to everyone, whether you're religious or not, and (hopefully) not offensive to those who are. Full of brilliant, hilarious jokes. Fun and accessible to everyone, whether you're religious or not, and (hopefully) not offensive to those who are. ... more my favorite character is
lucy ;) ;)
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